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the dod already uses a wide variety of
software licensed under the gpl. a 2003
mitre study, use of free and open source
software (foss) in the u.s. department of

defense, identified many oss programs that
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the dod is already using that are licensed
under the gpl. these included the linux

kernel, the gcc compilation suite (including
the gnat ada compiler), the openoffice.org

office suite, the emacs text editor, the
nmap network scanner, openssh and

openssh for encryption, and samba for
unix/linux/windows interoperability. this

should not be surprising; the dod uses oss
extensively, and the gpl is the most popular

oss license. total cost-of-ownership is
always important to consider when

selecting a license. the conclusion is often
that the cost of the license has little effect

on how the software is used. there are often
commercial alternatives that will do

everything the license-restricted software
can do at a lower price (and may use the
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proprietary software for things it cannot do),
and often the same software is available

under multiple licenses. when licenses are
restricted, the software is usually bundled
with the license (as is often the case with

proprietary software licenses), which means
there is a non-zero transaction cost for the

user to obtain it. however, this cost is
usually either small, or is made up for by

lower user costs (licensing is often relatively
straightforward). in the case of gpl software,

the gnu general public license stipulates
that the software must be completely free;
this means that when a piece of software is

obtained under gpl, it is obtained free of
charge.
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the academia sinica institute of
bioinformatics (asib) is a bioinformatics

research institute based at the institute of
biochemistry and molecular biology at the

national academy of sciences in taipei,
taiwan. it was founded in 1993 to build

taiwan’s infrastructure for bioinformatics.
free & open source software. foss as

defined by the free software foundation is
an alternative approach to software

development that produces programs and
related documentation as free software.

source code, documentation, and freedom
are the three major goals of free software.

any user who obtains a copy of the
software, therefore, possesses the freedoms
described in the license. the free software
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foundation promotes the development and
use of free software by licensing free

software under terms that guarantee users
all three freedoms. they say: "these

freedoms guarantee users all the rights
they need to share and enjoy free software

regardless of who produces it." no. the
gplv3 is the most recent version of the gnu
gpl version 3. gnu provides the complete

set of the gnu software tools under the gpl
and gnu general public license. gnu is well-

suited for programming because of the
absence of restrictions, and because it
permits use of source code to create

proprietary works that otherwise would not
be possible. both foss and gnu/gpl are
licenses that are used to license the

software that is produced. for the purposes
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of this video the only important difference is
that the foss style does not require that the
source code be available to the public. foss
style does not require that the source code
be made public if there are parts that are
not source. what is required is that people
can inspect the source code, and be aware

of the structure of the source code, in a
word, understand it. gnu/gpl require that

the source code is made public. 5ec8ef588b
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